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Volume CXXIV, Number
Sexual
By Lauren Johnston
Senior Staff Reporter
Despite results which are not
statistically valid, results from the
survey distributed earlier this se-
mester say that both men and
women overestimate the number
of sexual partners the average
Kenyon student has.
This survey was mailed to all
1480 Kenyon students at the be-
ginning of this semester. The
anonymous questionnaires were
returned by 452 women and 198
ifi1:tfltfJ1ij:ffllYilgl
Kenyan, Peoples
Bank await ruling
oneminent domain
Kenyon administrators
and officials at the Peoples
Bank of Gambier are still
waiting to determine whether
or not Kenyon will be granted
eminent domain of the Wiggin
Street site where the Peoples'
Bank plans to relocate.
Vice President for Fi-
nance Joseph Nelson said that
to his knowledge, the site has
not yet been approved as one
falling under eminent domain,
but that the review by the Ohio
Board of Regents was con-
tinuing.
Margaret Kunkel,
Peoples' Bank CEO, declined
to comment under legal ad-
visement.
Car accident behind
Leonard Thursday
A car accident occurred
behind Leonard Hall in the
early morning hours last
Thursday. Bob Hooper, act-
ing director of security and
safety, said that no informa-
tion about this can be released
without permission from ad-
ministrators at the Student
Activities Center.
Cheryl Steele, associate
dean of students, said the Of-
fice of Security and Safety
determines whether or not to
release such information. Se-
curity reports are usually
considered confidential, she
said.
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issues survey results announced
men, a 43.9 percent rate of return.
In the interest of receiving as
many student responses as pos-
sible, the Task Force opted to
distribute surveys to the entire stu-
dent body. Task Force member,
Sarah Mumen, associate profes-
sor of psychology, noted that this
method gives less representative
results than would the use of a
'controlled sampling technique.
Mumcn said, "For example,
if instead we had sent it to a small
number of randomly selected stu-
dents and made sure that all the
On guard
n
Two students parry in front of Peirce. The Kenyon Fencing Club
sponsored an all-camp- us fencing tournament on Saturday.
Svenson elected Senate co-cha- ir after two runoffs
Mark Svenson '99, Anne
Ruble '98 and Kristin Meister '00
won runoff elections for the of-
fices of student co-cha-ir of Campus
Senate, Housing and Grounds
committee chair and S tudent Coun-
cil Vice President for Academic
play American simplicity. P.7
Sexual Issues survey results
tallied. P.8
Minority enrollment a prime
focus for admissions. P.8
Baseball team falls twice to
Dension. P.11
Lords triumph, Ladles
stumble in NCAC lacrosse. P.1 2
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surveys were returned, we would
be able to say that no specific bias
had entered into the process of de-
termining who was in the sample."
Mumcn explained that with the task
force procedure, bias may occur
because the attitudes held by stu-
dents towards sexual issues may
make them more of less apt to take
the survey.
Mumen also said that some
students who were not sexually
active indicated to task force mem-
bers that they did not fill out the
survey, assuming that only sexu
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I
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Erik Leedom
Affairs, respectively.
Svenson won the senate co-cha- ir
position after two runoffs.
Matt Borowiecki '98, Emily
Robichaud '00 and Douglas Snyder
'00 also ran for student co-cha-ir.
Robichaud, Snyder and Svenson
'
J v TODAY: Mostly
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MONDAY: Chance of rain. L 40-4- 5.
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ally active people would fill it out.
All of these things combined lessen
the likelihood that survey results
are truly representative of the
Kenyon student body as a whole.
The task force chose the
method that they felt would allow
them to gather as much informa-
tion from students, so they could
then use the results for program-
ming purposes and for belter
understanding student concerns.
Though the results may not be
entirely representative, they do
seem to reveal several differences
Collegian files Judicial Board
petition requesting election returns
The Kenyon Collegian Tues-
day filed a petition with the Judicial
Board protesting the Executive
Committee of Student Council's
refusal to release complete election
returns.
Vice President forStudentLife
Ethan Crosby '97 said the returns
had been declared confidential and
only released the names of the win-
ning candidates. Student Council
officers cited sensitivity to candi-
dates who lose by large margins as
a reason to refuse to release full
election returns.
Surveys on alcohol, other drugs
to be distributed
By Grant Schulert
Senior Staff Reporter
The Task Force on Alcohol
and Other Drugs will distribute a
student survey on April 29 to learn
more about drug use on the Kenyon
campus. The anonymous survey
will be given to students after class
PiK will also be available in the
KC, Olin Atrium, Peirce and Gund
Commons Lounge.
The Task Force will use the
survey to determine what extent
alcohol and other drugs factor into
campus life by asking about norms
participated in a runoff Thursday
and Friday. Robichaud and
Svenson participated in a second
runoff on Tuesday and Wednes-
day.
Ruble and Meister were
elected on Thursday and Friday,
following the regular elections a
week earlier. Ruble defeated
Whalen Ng '98 after the first elec-
tion was declared invalid by the
S tudent Council Committee on S tu-
dent Life. Ng had asked for the
fraternities' support and promised
to support the Greek Council pro-
posal regarding the housing lottery.
This position did not appear in
Ng's letter of intent, which was
distributed to the whole campus.
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between the attitudes of men and
women as well as the difference
between the presumed amount of
on-camp- us sexual activity and the
real amount of activity.
Kenyon women estimate that
the average female student will
have 5.23 sexual partners at
Kenyon before she graduates. Male
students predicted that the average
female student will have4.86 part-
ners. The survey revealed that in
reality, the average Kenyon woman
will have 1 .42 sexual partners dur-
ing her four years of college.
"This refusal to adequately
inform the student body about elec-
tion results brazenly contradicts
the most basic democratic prin-
ciples," the Collegian's petition
maintains. "While concern for the
feelings of losing candidates is an
admirable human reaction, the stu-
dent body cannot be an active part
of the governmental process when
its representative body is keeping
secrets."
"I would prefer not to release
them, but ifJudicial Board says we
have to then we will," said Crosby.
Tuesday
and standards and requesting input
on college policy.
A similar survey was given last
year called the CORE survey. Ac-
cording to Task Force member Eli
Kiefaber '99, this survey will "build
off that survey to provide the Task
Force with a more distinct picture of
the Kenyon environment."
The Task Force was created
last semester by President Robert
Oden Jr. and Dean of Students
Donald Omahan to explore sub-
stance use and abuse at Kenyon
and recommend possible policy
changes.
Ruble forwarded Ng's e-m- ail
to the fraternities promising this
support to the sophomore and jun-
ior classes even though she had
already sent an election-relate- d e-m- ail.
Election regulations limit
candidates to one e-m- ail.
"Because we felt both candi-
dates were in the wrong, and the
initial results of the vote were very
very close, we asked the candi-
dates to participate in a runoff,"
said Ethan Crosby '97, student
council vice president for student
life.
Meister defeated Chris
Carmody '99 after the first elec-- "
tion resulted in an exact tie, with
each candidate receiving 213 votes.
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New Collegian editorial
Kristen Filipic '98 and Ben
Vore '99 have been named 1997-9- 8
editors-in-chi- ef of the Kenyon
Collegian. '
Filipic and Vore, along with
the new staff, will assume their
positions next week for this year's
final issue of the Collegian.
Filipic, current news editor,
began writing for the Collegian as a
first-ye- ar student for news and fea-
tures. She served as features editor
during the 1995-9- 6 year. She is a
philosophy major from Columbus.
Vore, current sports co-edit- or,
is an English major from
Pennsylvania Furnace, Pa. Vore
was a senior staff writer for fea-
tures during the 1995-9- 6 year.
Dave Shargel '99 has been
Protesters sit in
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass. (AP)
More than a dozen students
have been suspended for waging
the second sit-i- n at Mount Holyoke
College in five days.
Student protesters staged the
sit-i- n because they were unhappy
with the progress of negotiations
over several pro-minor- ity and reli-
gious issues. Those negotiations
were scheduled to continue today.
A wave of student unrest has
Security and Safety directorship
announcement expected soon
By Kristen Filipic
News Editor
Daniel Werner, Knox County
sheriffs deputy assigned to Gam-bie- r,
still has not officially accepted
Kenyon's offer to direct the Office
of Security, Safety, and Telecom-
munications, but an announcement
concerning the appointment is ex-
pected soon, Werner told the
Collegian Wednesday.
Vice President for Finance
Joseph Nelson, the senior admin-
istrator charged with oversight of
Security and Safety, announced
April 2 that Wemer would replace
current director Melanie Remillard
effective May 1 .
On April 8, Wemer told the
Fire alarms
1:29 a.m., April 16, Officers re-
sponded to alarms due to a power
outage, affecting buildings on
both ends of campus.
1:40 a.m., Sunday, Fire alarm at
M. Mather Residence due to an
activated pull station. No smoke
or fire was found.
Vandalism
1 1 :05 p.m., April 16, Window in
the second floor hallway of Gund
Hall had been broken.
12:52 a.m., Saturday, Plate
smashed in the stairwell of
Leonard Hall.
1:35 a.m., Sunday, A lit cigarette
was found laying on the carpet in
Leonard Hall. Carpet was slightly
damaged.
appointed news editor. A religion
major from New York, NY,
Shargel was the 1996-9- 7 Diver-
sions editor and writes for news,
arts and entertainment and features.
Lauren Johnston '99 and Grant
Schulert '00 have been appointed
co-edito- rs of the features section.
Johnston, an English major from
Pittsburgh, Pa., was a senior staff
writer for news and features.
Schulert, from Oak Park, 111., was
a senior staff writer for news and
features.
John Sherck '99, currently a
senior staff writer for arts and en-
tertainment, has been appointed
Arts and Entertainment editor.
Sherck is an English and music
major from Bellevue.
at Mount Holyoke protesting
spread over campuses in this re-
gion in recent weeks. About 150
protesters with pro-minor- ity de-
mands took control of a building
last month for six days at the Un-
iversity of Massachusetts in
Amherst.
At Mount Holyoke, about 50
students entered Mary Lyon Hall
at mid-aftemo- on Monday and re-
fused to leave. They vowed to keep
out workers and others indefinitely,
Collegian
that he had
not yet made
a decision re-
garding the
directorship.
"The
Daniel Werner announce- -
, ment was
made prior to me receiving a con-
tract," Werner said. "You want to
see a contract before you make a
decision."
Remillard, who is currently
on maternity leave, will become
director of community relations
and assistant security and safety
director.
Assistant Director Bob
Hooper is serving as acting direc
4
Theft
1 1 :35 a.m., April 13, Wallet sto-
len from Ernst Center.
12:30 p.m., April 19, Bicycle had
been taken from the McBride bike
rack.
Alcohol violations
Public intoxication: 0
Open containerunderage
drinking cited by College: 4
Open containerunderage
drinking cited by Knox Co.
sheriff deputies: 0
Medical calls: 0
Medical transports: 2
Lockouts: 14
Escorts: 5
Source: Security and Safety Office
staff named
Ezra Taxel '00 from Cleve-
land Heights has been appointed
photo editor. He is currently a staff
photographer.
Matt Brenner '99, current
news assistant, has been appointed
online editor. Brenner, an English
major from Evans ton, Dl., was a
senior staff reporter for news and
served as news assistant in 1995.
Ari Rothman '99, an English
major from Beth esda, Md., has
been appointed opinion page coor-
dinator. He was a news reporter
from 1995-9- 7 and was a copy edi-
tor during the 1996-9-7 year.
Carolyn Hande '99, an inte-
rnational studies major from
Nashville, Tenn., will be the 1997-9- 8
sports editor.
according to Meghan Freed, a
spokeswoman for the protest
Kevin McCaffrey, a spokes-
man for the administration, said
Dean of Students Regina Mooney
issued suspensions to protestors
remaining in the building at 5 p.m.
Monday. The number had dropped
to just over a dozen three hours
later, but more than 100 protesters
remained outside behind yellow
tape set up by campus police.
tor of Security and Safety until the
new director takes office.
Remillard, who came to
Kenyon in 1984, served as com-
munity relations director before
becoming director of security,
safety, and telecommunications in
1993.
"We hope that this move is a
further move in the direction of
having the Office of Security,
Safety, and Telecommunications
work with and for Kenyon stu-
dents," President Robert A. Oden
Jr. said.
"We see a creative spirit in
Dan that frankly we were very
impressed with," Nelson said.
"Creative people do make things
belter."
minority, religious issues
Administrators had threatened
to possibly eject the protesters by
force.
"We cannot tolerate a situa-
tion in which a building is taken
over," McCaffrey said Monday.
-
.
Jessica Neiswender, another
protest spokesperson, said the ad-
ministrators refused late Monday
to talk with protesters, who were
unaware they had been sus-
pended.
"I can't believe that it's gotten
to a level where the administration
wouldn't speak to its own stu-
dents," she said.
About 100 students ended a
two-da- y occupation of the Mount
Holyoke admissions building Fri-
day with a pledge from
administrators to engage in nego-
tiations. However, Ms. Freed said
those talks had failed to yield
enough results.
"They will no longer be lured
out with a promise of negotiations.
That did not work," she said. "It's
become less about demands and
more about a lack of concern by
the. administration for student
voices."
The students are now demand-
ing an Asian American studies
program, some kind of space for
lesbian and bisexual women's cul-
tural programs, the hiring of four
chaplains of varied backgrounds,
moving the case from Connecticut
to Indiana is a "necessary step."
"It does show the matter is
very much pending and will go
forward," he said.
Eisenberg, 23, of New
Milford, Conn., claims she told
Japan S tudy officials about alleged
sexual harassment incidents in-
volving her host father before the
alleged rape.
She maintains that officials
and postponement of a plan to be-
gin considering the ability to pay
of some applicants.
The college spokesman said
administrators had believed the
negotiations on these issues were
progressing nicely, with another
meeting set for today. He acknowl-
edged a stalemate only on the
admissions demand, which he said
must be decided by college trust-
ees.
"It is inconceivable that the
students would, on the one hand,
purport to want to negotiate in good
faith and, on the other hand, take
over a building when the next meet-
ing was set for 9 a.m.," said
McCaffrey.
'The protesters contend that
the highly ranked women's col-
lege of 1,900 students is giving
short shrift to minorities, the
poor, and some religious groups
other than a core group of Prot-
estant denominations.
However, McCaffrey says
scholarship and student aid has
more than tripled over the past ten
years, rising to $20 million of this
year's $75 million operating bud-
get.
The college has been trying to
control its budgetand has replaced,
for now, its three chaplains with a
single minister who teaches reli
Earlham College student raped overseas
RICHMOND., Ind. (AP) Attort r- - Leaohart.p , said Wednesday that did not resnondp to
neys for an Earlham College
student who claims she was raped
during an overseas study program
want her lawsuit charging the
school with negligence moved to
federal court in Indiana.
In March, Erika Eisenberg
filed a $3 million lawsuit against
the college in federal court in Con-
necticut, where Eisenberg is a
resident.
One of her attorneys, Jerry
1997-9-8 ORGANIZATION BUDGET REQUESTS
Organizations Amount Requested ArnountAlIocated
A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E. $16,361.40 $4078.85
A.L.S.O. $11,431.90 $2667.63
A.S.H.E.S. $1,050.50 $460.13
Beyond Therapy $6667.50 $721.45
Black Student Union $6,968.23 $2038.14
Chasers $7,819.00 $195332
Circle K $1333.86 $974.65
Fools on the Hill $693.00 $487.25
G.L.B. Theater $693.80 $486.92
Greek Council $1,775.00 $1306.60
Kenyon Collegian $12,841.60 $7,864.98
KCTV $7,277.00 $105.28
Kenyon Film Society $34,500.00 $28,341.00
Kenyon Observer $5,852.80 $3,947.62
Kokosingers $5,700.00 $1,790.70
Peirce Darkroom $7950.00 $7,473.00
Persimmons $1,780.00 $921.20
Reveille $24,607.00 $23,130.58
Social Board $53,613.00 $45,849.44
Student Lectureships $30,475.00 $27,673.60
WKCO $11,298.80
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Business Advertising Manager: Torsten Seifert
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P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022. The Business
gion at the campus.
her com
plaints.
The college denies the allega-
tions and maintains she refused
their offer to move her to another
host family. She was moved from
the home after the reported rape.
Earlham College's insurance
company, CNA Worldwide, filed
amotion in March asking that
Eisenberg be prohibited from su-
ing because she signed a waiver
before studying overseas.
Advertising Manager may also be reached via e-m- ail
at collegianQkenyon.edu.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are
available for $30. Checks should be made payable to
The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager at the address above.
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Omahan and
bring closure
By Steve Lannen
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Dean of Students Donald
Omahan and Dave Colvin '98,
Delta Kappa Epsilon president,
released a joint statement yester-
day bringing closure to events
sparked by an Oct. 12 raid of an
off-camp-
us hayride party by state
liquor enforcement agents and the
Knox County Sheriff's department
According to the statement,
the collegebroughtcharges against
the DKE fraternity for violating
college regulations prohibiting
college-recognize- d organizations
Trustees to review fiscal year, consider tenure
By David Shargel
Senior Staff Reporter
The Board of Trustees will
meet this weekend for their an-
nual spring meeting to review
issues of budget, diversity and
tenure. The trustees will also be
attending the formal celebration
and renaming of the Biology
Building as Higley Hall.
President Robert A. Oden
Jr. said the purpose of the spring
meeting is to review the year's
events and especially the bud- -
North Dakota flood
BISMARCK, NX). (AP) Gov.
Ed Schafer said Monday it will
cost at least $40 million toclean up
North Dakota's historic flood, and
he plans to appeal to President
Clinton for a bigger infusion of
federal aid.
The Bank of North Dakota is
loaning $25 million to the state's
emergency management agency
and National Guard to pay expenses
from the disaster, Schafer said.
Schafer is chairman of the In-
dustrial Commission, which serves
as aboard ofdirectors for the state-owne- d
bank. Its other members are
The winner of last week's I This Week's 1 11,6 first p6"00 mwV. coriect,y I
receives a gift certificate to
tnvia isJennifer Henderson Question Philander's Pub. Answers should be
'97 who correctly answered that Which Kenyon fraternity was nt to Dwight Schultheis at
the fields mentioned in the the first to accept a woman as schultheisd and should be ra- -
, ,, , , ceived by Tuesday, April 29. Every
"Kokosing Farewell are are an active member? (include member of the Kenyon community is
sweet with asphodel name and year) eligible to participate.
FIND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN
ACASESA
EXCELLENT EARNING
POTENTIALI
Get the 1 Source for finding work in the
booming fishing & processing industry.
Leam how to find employers who
provide transportation to Alaska and free
room & board! For info., call Student
Employment Services:
(800)276-065- 4 ext. A55401
We are a research & publishing company
DKEs release statement,
to Hayride incident
The statement explains a
'due process administra-
tive hearing' was held
'in which the fraternity
accepted responsibility'
from holding social events off cam-
pus involving alcohol.
The statement explains a "due
process administrative hearing"
was held "in which the fraternity
accepted responsibility and ac-
countability for its role in the event"
the night of Oct 12. Omahan and
get, "not because the budget is
central to our mission but be-
cause the trustees' area of
specialty is fiscal responsibility."
; Specifically, the board will
allocate a small group of capital
funds, including the funding of
the capital campaign and the
mandated bank reserves used in
the event that the sc'htol opens in
the fall with too few students:"1
The board will also address
the issue of diversity at Kenyon
in the Admissions Office, stu-
dent life, faculty and curriculum.
cleanup will cost at
Attorney General Heidi Heitkamp
and Agriculture Commissioner
Roger Johnson. They approved the
loans unanimously Monday.
President Clinton was sched-
uled to fly into the Grand Forks Air
Force B ase Tuesday to survey flood
damage.
The state's congressional del-
egation planned to meet Monday
with Clinton's chief of staff,
Erskine Bowles, to go over federal
relief efforts.
North Dakota has been de-
clared a disaster area because of
flooding in the Red River, which
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN
MOUNT VERNON
397-957- 3 ,
Colvin declined to specify further
on how the fraternity was held ac-
countable.
"The statement says as much
as I am at liberty to share," said
Omahan. College policy considers
disciplinary action to be confiden-
tial information.
The Delta Kappa Epsilon fra-
ternity was previously convicted
in Knox County's municipal court
Feb. 25 to charges of selling or
furnishing beer without a permit
and keeping a place where beer is.
sold without a permit Both counts,
are misdemeanors and stem from
the same Oct. 12 incident.
This meeting will serve as
an opportunity for the board to
either accept or reject the
college's recommendations for
faculty tenureship.
"The way Kenyon does the
tenure selections is solidly, care-
fully and well," said Oden in his
office yesterday.
An open lunch with students
and trustees is scheduled for to-
morrow.
The trustees will hold their
closed meeting Saturday morn-
ing.
least $40 million
has swamped Grand Forks and
parts of Fargo, and the aftermath
ofan early April bl izzard that swept
through the state. The storm killed
an estimated 90,000 cattle.
As a result the federal gov-
ernment has agreed to pay 75
percent of cleanup expenses,
Schafer said. He wants that raised
to 90 percent and is asking for
federal reimbursement of commu-
nities' entire cost of preparing for
the flood.
Federal aid will be used to
repay the Bank of North Dakota
loans, the governor said.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 ajn. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 am to 2 pjn.
SATURDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SUNDAY BREAKFAST BUFFET
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
Discover, American Express, Mastercard, and Visa accepted
Che
Clinton orders federal agencies to
consider children in making rules
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton told federal agencies on
Monday to give special attention to the health and safety needs of
children when they are developing new policies and regulations.
His executive order requires federal agencies to analyze and
explain the effects of proposed rules on children, consider those
impacts and explain why the proposed action is preferable to other
alternatives.
"We're calling on the entire federal government to do better by
children," Vice President Al Gore said in announcing the order.
"From now on, agencies will be required to take a long, hard look
at the special risks and the disproportionate impact that standards and
safeguards have on America's children," Gore told parents, children
and doctors at Children's National Medical Center here.
Daschle to Clinton: no more Medicare cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle
(D-S.D-
.) said Monday he would likely oppose a budget deal with
Medicare savings exceeding the $100 billion over five years that
President Clinton's bargainers offered during the first week of bipar-
tisan talks.
Republicans have insisted that savings from the health-insuran- ce
program for the elderly total $1 10 billion to $130 billion.
'That's all it can be," Daschle said of the administration's $100
billion offer. "It can't go any higher."
Daschle also said he would probably oppose a budget deal
containing as much as $ 100 billion in tax cuts. Clinton has offered $98
billion in five-ye- ar reductions and Republicans initially proposed
$200 billion, but negotiators seem to be moving toward the $130
billion range.
llsl!l!l!l!)ilrVVslslM!k
Red River threatens U.S and Canada
WINNIPEG, Canada (AP) After inundating U.S. neighbors,
the swollen Red River threatened southern ManitobaMonday, prompt-
ing a state of emergency and forcing more than 1,000 residents to
prepare to evacuate.
A 4-year- -old boy, Kevin Michael Maendel, died after falling into
a culvert swollen with fast-movi- ng waters from melting snow in
Portage la Prairie, 50 miles west of Winnipeg.
A state of emergency was declared in Emerson, a town of 750 on
the Canada-U.- S. border, and all but a handful of volunteers packed up
and prepared to leave. About 400 residents of nearby Dominion City
were asked to do the same.
The towns were among some of the first expected to be hit on the
Canadian side of the border as the cresting river flows north. The Red
River has already flooded Grand Forks, N.D., forcing the evacuation
of more than 45,000 of that city's residents.
Chinese troops arrive in Hong Kong
HONG KONG (AP) Soldiers of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army were to arrive in Hong Kong for the first time ever Monday to
prepare for the return of the British colony to Chinese rule.
Government officials said Sunday that the advance party of 40
soldiers was to cross into Hong Kong from the neighboring Chinese
city of Shenzhen in an eight-ca- r convoy.
The party was to be led by Maj. Gen. Zho Borong, a deputy
commander of the garrison that will be stationed in the colony after it
reverts to Chinese sovereignty July 1.
The arrival of the troops coincides with celebrations in Hong
Kong marking the birthday of Queen Elizabeth II.
The posting of Chinese soldiers in Hong Kong has been one of Uie
most sensitive issues in the transfer of sovereignty. The Hong Kong
government has made it clear that soldiers would carry no weapons
and would wear civilian clothes, donning their uniforms only when in
their barracks.
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HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE TODAY?
We're always looking for new staff members. Call,
e-m- ail or stop by today.
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Meal plan raises questions
In last week's issue of the Kenyon Collegian, we wrote an article
about the Food Service Subcommittee, which is in the initial stages
of investigating the benefits ofa meal plan option. Though only in the
preliminary stages, many questions need to be considered before any
major changes are made to a service that effects everyone living on
campus.
Like many other issues, this one is complex, and there appears
to be no clear answer at the moment. With a meal plan, skipping a
meal would not mean wasted student money. A meal plan could
allow the college to purchase a wider variety of foods that would
better meet the individual tastes and desires of those subscribing to
the plan.
On the other hand, the cafeterias could become chaotic.
If a meal plan were to be implemented, someone would have to
check students IDs or meal cards, which would mean only one
entrance at each cafeteria would be open. As a result, getting food
could become a slow and tedious process.
While from a financial standpoint a meal plan makes sense, the
chaos likely to ensue as a result outweighs the potential economic
savings.
And then there is the question of how extended meal hours in
Peirce, extendo, would work. Would a student be charged the full
meal price every time they wanted to grab an apple or fry some eggs?
Would Kenyon's celebrated 'close-kn- it community atmosphere
suffer a blow? Or would extendo just be eliminated? Committee
Chair Maggie Aheam '99 brought up the possibility extendo would
be eliminated in last week's article. "There is a possibility that
extendo won't exist," she said.
We urge the Food Service Subcommittee to make sure they
continue to take these issues under consideration as they investigate
a meal plan. Ultimately, such a plan might do more harm to the
community than good.
A job well done
Active Students Helping the Earth Survive and Kenyon Colle-
gian advisors Jeff Bell and Cy Wainscott have been named campus
organization and campus organization advisors of the year respec-
tively.
Some A.S.H.E.S. accomplishments this year include encourag-
ing recycling, bringing environmental speakers to campus and
sponsoring Earth Day activities.
Bell, Kenyon's news director, and Wainscott, managing editor
of the Kenyon Review, advise the Collegian staff during weekly
colloquia. They have conducted numerous training workshops for
Collegian staffers and offer support for students interested in a
journalism career.
Congratulations on your recognition. A job well done.
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-m-
ail address: collegianlcenyon.edu
WWW page: http:www.kenyon.edupubscollegian
Phone numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, -- 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of die Kenyon Collegian staff.
Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian staff wishes toexpress
a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members of thecomm unity are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right
toed it all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be
200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later than tlie Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission.
The Collegian will alsoconsider publishing letters which run considerably beyond 200 words.
If such a letter meets the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness, the author will
be notified and the letter will be published as a guest opinion.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while die college is in session, except
during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
OPINION
SeUr Squirt defines wein 0-- f
Are requirements really necessary?
By Molly Willow
Staff Columnist
The end of the year
approacheth. While I'm nervous,
I'm sure my terror is no match for
the apprehension every senior must
be feeling. Whereas they have jobs
and lives and bills to develop ul-
cers over, I have only to find eight
classes which interest me and will
help me graduate as an officially
"well-rounde- d" student.
Kenyon is ahead of the game
in that it appears to recognize that
an ability to write flowing verse
does not necessarily translate into
a knack for verb conjugation or
building of molecules. It acknowl-
edges in certain subjects some
people could be outwitted by a
hamster. Following this, our re-
quirements are modest. This
means, for the most part, that we
get to take the classes we want.
For me it means that I only
have to take one year of classes
ending in --ology, -- stry, -- ics, -- ulus
or --ematics. This is a good thing.
These classes have long been the
bane of my existence. About half-
way through my last year of high
school math I suffered severe head
injuries when I hit a mental brick
wall and found myself unable, by
any stretch of courage or will, to
learn a single thing more about
calculus. I passed the class on my
good looks and charm. (Read:
barely.)
In recognition of these ubiq
An open letter to
Thank you for your rousing
wake-u- p call on the Freshman Quad
on Thursday, April 17th at 6:30
AM. Although I do not usually
arise until 7:30, I used the extra
hour made possible by your ca-
vorting to imagine ways in which
you might market this skill as a
fraternity. You might consider
working in hotels as professional
wake-u- p callers. Your vulgar chants
would need to be toned down for
uitous academic brick walls,
Kenyon only insists we spend one
year repeatedly banging our heads
against them. There comes a point
when no amount of studying, cram-
ming or praying will cause the
material to make any more sense.
This does not make you less'of a
person, it just makes you an En-
glish major. In my case the
so-c- al led "natural" sciences are the
cause of this mental frustration.
Others have hurdles in English;
they find themselves only able to
create sentences with dangling par-
ticiples.
I realize there are people who
claim to understand the sciences.
They're called pre-me- d students.
But there is no such hope for me. I
recognize there are some things
God never intended me to be able
to do. Water ballet,
spokesmodeling and integration
and derivation are among these
things. I accept this. I know my
limits.
In accordance with these lim-
its I will also try to find something
I am actually good at. (For this line
of reasoning let's function on the
premise that there exists such a
thing.) When I find it I will declare
a "major."
My dad is a structural engi-
neer. He majored in engineering.
My mom majored in English. She
is now a volunteer labor organizer
who doesn't get paid and speaks
primarily in Spanish. Genetically
speaking, I have a fifty-fift- y shot
Psi Upsilon
families, naturally. However, these
details could be worked out with
the hotel management, I am sure.
Despite your success in wak-
ing the entire Freshman Quad and
the possible opportunities this may
foster for your fraternity in the
future, I would request that you
keep your chanting within the lim-
its of your own quad and not the
Freshman Quad in the future.
Alisoun Davis '97
Thursday, April 24, 1997
Requirements are
merely a detour
on the road to a
complete
education.
ofmy major having anything what-
soever to do with the career I
ultimately end up in. This does not
give me a great degree of faith in
the business world. So, why not
just take the classes I want?
The educated person scoffs at
this point. "Why," says the edu-
cated person in an incredulous
voice, "don't you know that the
entire idea of higher learning is to
take classes that interest you?"
Well, ha, ha, I say to Mr. or Mrs.
Educated Person, shows what you
know! You obviously haven't read
your requirements. They clearly
state that we must all take at least
one year of that subject which we
find most heinous and despicable.
This is the core of a liberal arts
education. This group pain and
suffering brings us together and
creates a bond (non-chemica- l).
People can compare learning scars
and talk about the "good old days"
when biology meant figuring out
where blue eyes came from and
math still used numbers.
It may be negative to say that
everyone has their limits, but you
obviously never bumed your eye-
brows off in chemistry lab. There
is nothing wrong with being a sci-
entific genius and a veritable
'Rainman' when it comes to En-
glish. This is why people major in
whatever strikes their fancy, use-
fulness be damned. Requirements
are merely a detour on the road to
a complete education. They may
be painful, but at least they're over
quickly.
Then again, I could be wrong
about all this. You see, my head is
still spinning from the physics wall
I crashed into last spring.
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FRIDAY: "The Second wnStage Showcase featuring
Ceremony, Dammit Bitch, u wThe Go to Hell Quartet and
The Mount Vernon Heritage a weekly listing of local and regional events
Society. 8 p.m. KC. April 24 - May 8
a w i& r b ft rer
Friday: A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E. and
WKCO present an evening of
music 5 p.m.-- l 1:30p.m. Peirce
Lawn.
Friday: "The Second Stage
Showcase," featuring Cer-
emony, Dammit Bitch, The Go
to Hell Quartet and The Mount
Vernon Heritage Society. 8 p.m.
KC.
Tonight: Das Duo, distinguished
organ-trump- et duo of Irmlraud
Kruger on organ and Edward H.
Tan on trumpet. 7 p.m. Church
of the Holy Spirit
Sunday: Knox County Sym-
phony and Kenyon Choral
Union performing the "German
Requiem" by Brahms. 8 p.m.
Rosse Hall.
Through May 10: Reality The-
ater presents Agnes of God. 736
N. Pearl St. For show informa-
tion call (614) 294-754- 1.
Tonight: Steve ForbertStaches,
2404 N. High SL (6 14) 263-5- 3 18.
Friday: Kid Charlemaine.
Barley's Underground, 467 N.
High St. (614)228-253- 7.
Saturday: The Ark Band.
Hosier's, 550 S. High SL (614)
228-606- 6.
Friday: Charles Mingus Big
Band. 8 p.m. Wexner Center's
Weigel Hall. For more informa-
tion call (614) 292-033- 0.
Tuesday: Kenyon College
Mount Vernon Nazarene Col-
lege Concert Band. 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall.
May 1: Kenyon CollegeMount
Vernon Nazarene College Con-
cert Band. 8 p.m. Mount Vemon
Nazarene College, R.R. Hodges
Auditorium.
May 2: Kokosingers. 7 p.m.
Rosse Hall.
May 3: Student Recital: "Best
Performances." 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall.HE
Tuesday and Wednesday: Be-
yond Therapy. 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall. ?
May 1-- 3: KCDC presents'" the
Spring Dance Concert. 8 p.m.
Bolton Theater.
WEE
Tuesday: Collective Soul. 8 p.m.
The Cleveland Agora Ballroom.
For more information call (216)
221-888- 1.
The following concerts are at The
Newport Music Hall. Call (614)
228-358- 2.
Friday: Ekoostik Hookah. 9 p.m.
Saturday: Collective Soul. 7 p.m.
Tuesday: Better Than Ezra. 7
p.m.
May 1: The Samples. 7 p.m.
May 5: Pavement 7 p.m.
May 13: Dinosaur Jr. 7 p.m.
May 15: Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. 7 p.m.
MflUE VOI 1EEHH THE POST OFFICE TODAY?
Cfje
Tonight: KCES Nature Walk:
"Bat Night Hike," with Ray
Hcithaus, biology and environ-
mental studies. 8:30p.m. KCES.
Saturday: Summer Send-of- f.
2:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. Ransom
Lawn. See page 6 formore infor-
mation.
Sunday: Health Fair. 12 p.m.-- 5
p.m. Gund Commons.
May 1: Friday Feature: "The
American Girl: An Ethnogra-
phy," by the Women's and
Gender Studies senior seminar.
4: 15 p.m. Crazier Center.
May 4: KCES Nature Walk:
"Spring Wildflowers," with Pat
1 leithaus, biology. 2 p.m. KCES.
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Through Apr. 30: "Victoria
WoodhuII: A Woman Before
Her Time." Knox County His-
torical Society, 997 Harcourt Rd.
(Rt. 36) Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday,
2-- 4 p.m.
May 10-Aug- ust 10: "Viewing
Olmstead." Photographs by
Robert B urley, Lee Friedlander
and Geoffrey James. Gallery C
of the Wexner Center for the Arts.
Through May: "Apocalyptic
Wallpaper: Robert Gober,
Abigail Lane, Virgil Marti and
Andy Warhol." Gallery A of I
the Wexner Center for the Arts.
Through May: Beverly Senunes:
"Stuffed Cat" Gallery B of the J
Wexner Center for the Arts.
Through April 30: Farmways
Exhibit: "Summer Celebra-
tions: Central Ohio County
Fairs," by Dan Younger, photog-
rapher. The Red Door Cafe.
Hours: 7 a.m.-- l a.m. Monday-Frida- y;
9 a.m.-- l a.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
Through May 20: "Mount
Vernon Revisited," an exhibi-
tion by Elizabeth Belanger '97.
Olin Library Atrium.
Sunday-Ma- y 24: "Plain Pictures,
etc.," photographs by Gregory
Spaid, art. Olin Art Gallery.
Hours: 8:30 a.m.-- l a.m. Monday-Frida- y,
10 a.m. -- midnight
Saturday, 10 a.m.-- l a.m. Sunday.
a a
Through May: Mark Dion:
"Cabinet of Curiosities for the
Wexner Center for the Arts."
Gallery D of the Wexner Center
for the Arts.
Opening Friday:
All Over Me Three teenagers
come of age in New York City's
Hell's Kitchen.
A Brother's Kiss Two brothers
who were raised by their alco-
holic mother desperately search
for a better life.
A Chef in Love Life, love, food
and politics provide the backdrop
for this period comedy set in the
1920s. A crazy French cook re-
fuses to leave his new restaurnat
even though it has been requisi-
tioned by the Communists.
Yet another day without anything in your P.O. box?
Don't worry - with our AP service, we'll keep you
posted on what's happening off the Hill. And with
our extensive news, features, and arts & entertain-
ment sections, you'll never feel neglected again.
Until tomorrow, at least.
enpon Collegian
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Tonight: Lone Star. 10 p.m. Bi-
ology Auditorium.
Friday: Dr. Strangelove. 8:30
p.m. Rosse Hall.
April 30: Breaking the Waves.
10 p.m. Biology Auditorium
May 2: The People vs. Larry
Flynt. 8:30 p.m. Rosse Hall.
May 3: Mars Attacks! 8 p.m.
Biology Auditorium
Diversions is looking for an
editor for the '97-'9- 8 academic
year. E-m- ail the COLLE-
GIAN account if interested.
Nightwatch A law student takes
a job as a night watchman in a
morgue. A serial killer frames
him for murder and he must at-
tempt to prove his innocence.
Volcano Lava floods the streets
of Beverly Hills when a volcano
erupts in Los Angeles.
Till There Was You Two strang-
ers paths have crossed throughout
their lives, but do not meet until
destiny finally intervenes.
For Locations and showtimes
call:
AMC Theatres: Lennox 24,
(614)429-426- 2; Westerville 6,
(614)890-334-4; Eastland Plaza
6, (614)861-858- 5; Dublin Vil-
lage 18, (614)889-011- 2.
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Summer Send Off to feature possible
By Bruce Wallace .
Senior Staff Writer
A new and improved Summer
Send Off will hit Peirce Lawn on
Saturday at 2 p.m. and run until 1 1
p.m. Designed in response to com-
plaints in years past, this year's
festivities will showcase changes
including inflatable rides and an
emcee in place of a second stage.
They Might Be Giants, who
were chosen through an all-camp- us
poll, will be headlining and
playing the evening's final set
Gravel Pit, a Boston band, is open-
ing for They Might Be Giants on
their current North American tour.
In the past several years,
TMBG has continued to cover new
musical territory, moving away
from the more studio-oriente- d ap-
proach which characterized their
work throughout the '80s.
On their most recent two al-
bums, John Flans burgh and John
Linell, who together make up
TMBG, have recorded with a full
rhythm section. The result is a
fuller, as they describe it, "more
organic" sound which is intended
to provide for a more engaging and
exciting live show.
Rounding out the They Might
Be Giants lineup will be Eric
Schermerhom, who has performed
Mingus Big Band just right
it if it
ml
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The cover of Mingus Big Band's latest release: Live in Time
By Bruce Wallace
Music Critic
The black and white portrait
of Charles Mingus which appears
on the front of the Mingus Big
Band' s most recent album, Live in
Time, poignantly invokes the pres-
ence of the late bassist It is this
presence of considerable musical
and physical stature which per-
meates Live in Time, a
double-lengt- h live album recorded
over three nights in the band's
current stomping grounds in New
York City.
From the opening workout
on "Number 29" to the closing
testimony of "Wednesday Night
Valis
2-3-:30 p.m.
Providers
4-5- :30 p.m.
Regatta 69
6-7- :30 p.m.
Gravel Pit
8-
-9 p.m.
They Might Be Giants
9:30-- 11 p.m.
All bands will play on
Peirce Lawn. Breaks be-
tween bands will be emceed
by Greg Fitzsimmons from
MTV's Idiot Savants.
with David Bowie and Iggy Pop,
on guitar, Graham Maby, who has
done stints with ex-Sil- os and
Freedy Johnston, on bass and B rian
Doherty on drums, who has re-
corded and toured with Joe Jackson
and Shania Twayne.
In response to a desire ex-
pressed by the students for a ska
act, the New York group Regatta
i
Prayer Meeting," the Big Band
revels in the musical legacy of
which they are a part
This does not imply, however,
that they are a band stuck in the pasL
Every song on the album, nearly all
of which are new arrangements of
Mingus compositions, bristles with
a freshness which is a testament to
both Mingus' vision as a composer
as well as the band's energy and
vitality.
Charles Mingus was perhaps
best known for creating a sound
that was raucous and loose, seem-
ing at times to come perilously
close to falling apart at the seams,
while at the same time retaining an
uncanny tightness.
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John Flansburgh, left, and John Linnell of They Might Be Giants will
headline at Summer Send Off Saturday. . ..
69 will be performing their blend viewer as having "bursts Of pure
of punk and ska music.
Combining alternative, rock,
reggae and pop melodies, Regatta
69 has been described by one re- -
with In Time
Some of the most exciting
moments on Live in Time capture
this sound. There are rollicking
renditions of classics"Boogie
Stop Shuffle" and "E's Rat, Ah' s
Flat too" as well as the song
which has become something of
an anthem for the band, a re-
working of Mingus' "Moanin"'
called "Moanin' Mambo."
Another strength of the al-
bum lies in the mastery with
which they handle all of the mu-
sical textures inherent in Mingus'
music. There are tasteful ballads
including "Chair in the Sky" and
"Baby Take a Chance With Me,"
as well as intricate, challenging
pieces such as "The Shoes of the
Fisherman's Wife" and "Num-
ber 29," the latter of which was
composed with the express pur-
pose of befuddling the trumpet
players who are contemporaries
of Mingus. All of these compli-
ment the simpler, blues-base- d
pieces which are the foundation
of the composer's music.
What the album ultimately
captures is a group and its unique
brand of music in a live setting
where the band is at its best Al-
though a fairly lengthy album,
clocking in at a little over two
hours, to cut anything would have
been an injustice. It captures the
group in time, very much in the
present and very much alive.
GraderA
Mingus Big Band willperfom Friday
at 8 p.m. at the Wexner Center in
Columljus. More information is avail-M- e
by calling 292-353- 5.
giants, inflatable rides
k id
A'
El Haratto 1996
skanking hyperactivity."
The traditional alumni band
spot will be filled this year by the
blues and rock band The Provid-
ers, featuring Guy Tino '92.
Perennial favorite Valis will
open thefestivitiesat2p.m.. Valis
secured their position on the Sum-
mer Send Offs lineup by edging
out a strong field of competitors at
WKCO, A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E.
to sponsor music fest tomorrow
By Elizabeth Hurt
A&E Editor
In an attempt to liven up the
weekend of Summer Send Off,
WKCO and A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E. are
joining forces to present an evening
of live music tomorrow.
The event will begin at 5 p.m.
in the South Quad with a perfor-
mance by Transmogrified, an
all-freshm- en rock and roll band,
followed by jazzfunkrock band
Valis, hip-ho- p trio Da' Strangla',
KaosDaSnipa & The Wonder
Bread Child, Latin jazz group
Manuel Santos y Bam bale from
Boston and Baltic Avenue, a rock
band from Annapolis, Md.
"We wanted something to
make the weekend as a whole fun
for everyone a weekend to re-
member instead of a weekend to
complain about," said WKCO Sta-
tion Manager Tim Cook '97.
"There will be live music two nights
in a row and I think it will be really
cool."
Cook's idea for the show was
bom out of dissatisfaction he no-
ticed among students with this
year's Summer Send Off sched-
ule.
"A let of people feel disillu-
sioned and alienated by decisions
the Social Board has made," said
Cook. "So we are doing some- -
the Batde of the Bands held earlier
in the semester. Valis will play a
work written by keyboardist Dan
Lubell 97 for his senior exercise
in music.
Greg Fitzsimmons, host of
MTV's new game show Idiot Sa-
vants, will be on hand to provide
comedy and commentary to fill in
the spaces between acts on the
main stage.
Further enhancing this year's
program of events is the addition
of a miniature amusement park,
constructed on the lawn, to pro-
vide alternative activity from 1 p.m.
until 7 p.m. The collection of in-
flatable games will include a
bungee run, sumo wrestling and
human bowling, which is not for
the meek of heart.
This year's dinner is co-sponso- red
by the Social Board and
ASHES. In an effort to reduce
waste, the dinner will consist en-
tirely of finger food and will be
served on frisbees.
Officers from Security and
Safety will be on hand during
events.
Students are advised that, in
an effort to reduce alcohol con-
sumption at the event, people
carrying backpacks will be asked
to either show the contents of the
bag or remove the bags from the
premises.
In the case of inclement
weather, the events will be moved
to Wertheimer Field House; the
rest of the day's schedule will re-
main the same.
fir flgllKjfe)
What: Live bands
WheniTomorrow, 5 p.m
Where: South Quad
thing with not that well-know- n,
but good and cheap, bands ... and
supporting campus music."
Cook said the event as a whole
is costing about $5,000 with
A.DJE.L.AJM.T.E. providing pub-
licity and food.
A.D.E.L.A JV.T.E. is respon-
sible for bringing Manuel Santos y
Bam bale.
Baltic Avenue, the other non-Keny- on
band playing tomorrow,
performs primarily in the Balti-
moreWashington, D.C. area. Cook
described their style as "lyrical."
"They have something to say
as opposed to being about peaches,"
said Cook.
Tomorrow's event serves as a
culmination of WKCO's efforts
this year to become more involved
with the campus community.
"I want to get WKCO into a
position where students recognize
it as real and living and not just
weirdos in the Farr Hall base-
ment," said Cook. "I hope students
will Like advantage of WKCO to
make their own lives a little more
interesting."
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Spaid's Plain Pictures to depict
i HfihslliiMic elle 6ont,iHln Iff --i sexual fantasies of theirs when thpvtheyBy Santangelo
Senior Staff Writer
From tomorrow until May 25,
Professor of Art Gregory Spaid
'68 will display his photoworks
entitled Plain Pictures, Etc. in the
Olin Art Gallery.
"The plain pictures part is the
unifying concept, except for the
etc., which gives me freedom to do
what I want," said Spaid.
His quest for this plain quality
stems at least partly from when
Spaid traveled to Florence, Italy
on a Fulbright grant in 1986.
"When I came back, I was
struck by how America looked like
the frontier. Everything seems
much more temporary, simpler.
The use of wood instead of stone.
Even in the cities, there's a straight
simplicity to the buildings," Cpaid
said.
"Since 1990, 1 have been try-
ing to photograph that quality,
which I see as distinctly American.
The photographs are also plain,
because I'm using a very plain
style of photography," said Spaid.
"I made these photographs all over
the country, but mainly in the Great
Plains ... west Kansas and Nebraska
... east Colorado and in Knox
County."
Spaid links his draw toward
the simplicity of America from a
year he spent on the Great Plains as
Beyond Therapy to offer counsel in Hill
By Grant Schulert
Senior Staff Writer
Beyond Therapy, one of
Kenyon's sketch comedy groups,
will celebrate its second year in
existence Tuesday and Wednes-
day at 9 p.m. with two one-ho- ur
shows at the Hill Theater.
Beyond Therapy formed in
the spring of 1995. It was created
by Jason Lott '97 and juniors Ben
Viccellio, Josh Adler and Dan
Fishbach.
"There was a need for sketch
comedy, since the Fools on the
Hill mainly were doing improv.
We figured there would be a mar-
ket for it," Lott said.
Since its founding, Beyond
Therapy has become much more
structured by creating positions
and specific responsibilities for
members.
"Everyone has a role within
the group," Lott said. Viccellio
agreed that "every member brings
a different dynamic to the group."
Symphony to end season with Brahms' Requiem
The Knox County Symphony
Orchestra will close its 1996-199- 7
season with an historical perfor-
mance of Ein Deutsches Requiem
by Johannes Brahms at 8 p.m. Sun-
day in Rosse Hall.
The concert will showcase the
largest collection of performers
ever assembled on the Rosse Hall
stage with 150 singers from the
Kenyon Community Choir and
Kenyon College Chamber Sing-
ers, 53 orchestral musicians from
the Knox County Symphony and
ARTS
What: Plain Pictures, Etc.
exhibit by Gregory Spaid
When: Tomorrow through
May 25
Where:Oiin Art Gallery
a small boy. "That experience of
being five years old and having
that quality all around made a pro-
found impression on me."
The Etc. "part of the show con-
cerns three other topics of interest
to Spaid.
Although he grew up in Lou-
isville, Ky., Spaid had never
attended the Kentucky Derby until
a few years ago, when he began his
Derby Day Portraits series.
"I get one chance, eight hours
a year, to make these photos," said
Spaid. "I'm struck by the style, it's
like a trip into the antebellum South,
with the women in these big hats
and their beautiful spring dresses.
Men are in their white suits: white
vests, white shirts, white shoes.
They look like riverboat gamblers."
Spaid said he hopes to publish
these photos in abook calledDerby
Day Portraits.
A far cry from the elegance of
the Kentucky Derby are Spaid' s
photos of biker rodeos. "It's like
people do whatever they want to
do. Somehow, bikers have gained
permission to act out these violent,
What: Beyond Therapy
WheruTuesday,
Wednesday, 9 p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
In the past, the group has had
some problems with material that
was perceived by the audience as
offensive.
"Many say our last show was
dark-t- oo dark," Viccellio said.
Brian Nowakowski '99, however,
felt that "some people are always
going to be offended by some-
thing we do."
"We're not out to offend
people. What we're trying to do is
poke fun at conventions and ste-
reotypes. Some people
misinterpret that as making a joke
at the expense of so and so," said
Lott
With the upcoming show,
such concerns influenced what
sketches were picked, with the
two soloists: soprano Jennifer
Whitehead and baritone Mark
Baker, both adjunct instructors of
music at Kenyon.
Performed in celebration of
the 100th anniversary of Brahms'
death, the German Requiem is con-
sidered one of the greatest
masterworks ever written for cho-
rus and orchestra. Over 70 minutes
in duration, it is the largest compo-
sition Brahms ever wrote.
Founded in 1965 by Kenyon
Professor Emeritus of Music Paul
& ENTERTAINMENT
gather together," Spaid said.
"You' 11 see people covered in
tattoos. They'll go to one of these
events, and they get a commemo-
rative tattoo," said Spaid. "You'll
just see one tattoo booth after an-
other, with booths selling leather
garments in between."
1 lis photographs ofNantucket
bring back the element of plain-
ness to the show. Spaid started
going to Nantucket while he was
teaching a summer course there.
"The thing that has always fas-
cinated me about Nantucket is the
architecture. It's influenced by the
Quakers. There s the sort of humble
quality of plainness that I see as
typically American, but it's a dif-
ferent plainness. This plainness is
a cultivated plainness. On the
Plains, it comes from the fact that
people don't have anything else."
The exhibitcontains 78 pieces,
most of which are straight black
and white photos surrounded by
white mats and unfinished, natural
wood frames. Spaid's work has
been supported by a Faculty De-
velopment grant from Kenyon and
The Ohio Arts Council, who gave
him a grant specifically to support
his photography of Knox County.
Said Spaid, "This is only the
second time I have had a one-per- son
show at Kenyon. It's taken
a tremendous amount of prepara- -
group trying to avoid ideas that
could be interpreted as offensive.
The group, which has per-
formed in Rosse Hall in the past,
had to adjust to the new locale,
which has more technical equip-
ment to get used to.
"It will definitely make it
more theatrical and professional.
In Rosse there are no wings or
places you can disappear to," Lott
said.
Some of the group's founders
are graduating and there are no
freshman members, which leads
to doubt as to whether Beyond
Therapy will live on.
The group plans to ensure its
continued existence by writing a
constitution and developing more
structure.
"Up until this year, we were
organized, but there was no struc-
ture. Hopefully it will continue
on," Lott said.
Among the group's future
plans, according to Viccellio, is a
possible tour of Ohio colleges.
Schwartz, the Knox County Sym-
phony furnishes a performance
outlet for community musicians
and offers musical fare that is in-
tended to be both educational and
entertaining for Knox County au-
diences.
For the past 1 3 years, the sym-
phony has been directed by Kenyon
Associate Professor ofMusic Ben-
jamin R. Locke, who also directs
both choirs.
Tickets, available at the door,
are $7 for adults, $3 for students.
t
American
,
simplicity
j
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Professor of Art Gregory Spaid will
Gallery tomorrow through May 25.
tion to get everything ready for it."
The Museum of Modern Art
and the Smithsonian in Washing-
ton have some of Spaid's
photographs in collection. His
works are handled by galleries in
Los Angeles, New York and Nan-
tucket.
irJ I F I i I
By Rachel Engelke
Senior Staff Writer
Lone Star
Tonight 10 p.m. Biology Aud.
One of America's finest writer-director- s,
John Sayles is
responsible for such gems as The
Brother From Another Planet, City
of Hope and Passion Fish. With
indie hilbone Star, an Oscar nomi-
nee for Best Original Screenplay,
Sayles proved that he is one of
today ' s premier independent film-
makers. The film's central story
line follows Sam Deeds (Chris
Cooper of Lonesome Dove), the
sheriff of a fictitious border town
in Rio County, Texas, who de-
cides he must investigate his
well-respect- ed father's (a former
sheriff himself) involvement in a
murder four decades earlier. No
one wants the crime solved, for
the revelations would be poten-
tially devastating, but Sam needs
to find closure to a case that has
haunted him for years. Sayles
original story is brilliant and epic,
providing an extraordinary
glimpse into racial tensions and
border relations like very few films
have. Also starring Kris
Kristofferson and Matthew
McConaugbey (A Time to Kill).
Dr. Strangelove or: How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb
Friday, 8 p.m. Rosse
Hall
In 1964, only a filmmaker with a
savvy sense of political satire like
Stanley Kubrick (2001: A Space
Odyssey, A Clockwork Orange,
Full Metal Jacket) could have
gotten away with a comedy about
fcenpon Collegian
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display Plain Pictures, Etc. in Olin Art
A 1968 graduate of Kenyon,
Spaid concentrated for his art ma-
jor in drawing and painting because
photography was not offered when
he was a student He holds a gradu-
ate degree in photography from
Indiana University. He has taught
at Kenyon for the past 17 years.
i Innl a
subjects as serious as the Cold
War, the H-Bo- mb and the possible
nuclear annihilation of the planet
The resulting film is one of the
greatest black comedies ever,
which provides unparalleled in-
sight into the United States'
obsession with nuclear hegemony.
Peter Sellers is at his career-be- st in
three roles: a mild-manner- ed Brit-
ish military attache, the serious
and calm president of the United
States and a heavily accented ex-Na- zi
scientist Dr. Strangelove,
who serves as the U.S. strategic
adviser. Sterling Hayden is hilari-
ous as Gen. Jack D. Ripper and
George C. Scott's performance as
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs,
Gen. Buck Turgidson, is one ofhis
most memorable screen roles, an-
tedating his Patton brilliance.
Breaking the Waves
Wednesday, 10 p.m. Bio. Aud
Danish director Lars von Trier's
(The Kingdom) intimate tale of
martyrdom and redemption was
one of 1996's most acclaimed
films, appearing on more Top Ten
lists than any other and winning an
Academy Award nomination for
its star, Emily Watson. Watson is
bewitching as Bess McNeill, a
simple, naive, God-fearin- g young
woman who lives in a repressive
Scottish coastal village off the
North Sea. Her wedding to an "out-
sider," handsome and burly oil-ri- g
worker Jan (Stellan Skarsgard),
causes a stir in her strict Calvinist
community. When Jan suffers a
paralyzing injury on his rig, Bess'
faith is put to the test. In what
proves to be both a spiritual expe-
rience and a moral challenge,
young Bess must decide whether
to sacrifice her own dignity for the
man and marriage she loves.
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Task Force tallies sex survey results
The Sexual Harassment Task Force received responses
from 43.9 percent of the student body. The surveys were
distributed at the beginning of the semester.
By Lauren Johnston
Senior Staff Reporter
The results of the sexual sur-
vey, distributed by the Sexual
Harassment Task Force earlier
this semester, are calculated and
ready to be released.
All students received a copy
of the survey as well as a stamped,
addressed envelope to return the
survey.
Questionnaires were re-
turned anonymously by 452
women and 198 men, compris-
ing 43.9 percent of the Kenyon
student body, which currently
numbers 1,480.
The survey revealed that the
average female student engages
in sexual activity 3.24 times per
month, while the average male
student engages in sexual activ-
ity 4.81 times per month.
Sarah Murnen, associate
professor of psychology, said
some students felt the survey
seemed biased toward assuming
that people were sexually active.
She said, "For studies that
involve sexual attitudes and be-
haviors, it has been found that
What is Kenyon doing to increase African American enrollment?
By Jessica Dolce
Senior Staff Reporter
This year, nearly 40 percent of
African American Kenyon students
will graduate.
Kamille Johnson '99 said
"That has served as a wake-u-p call
not only to the black students on
Kenyon's campus but also to the
Admissions Office."
The large class of 23 African
and African American seniors
sharply contrasts against 14 first-year- s,
13 sophomores and 14juniors.
Dolph Clinton, assistant director of
admissions and coordinator of the
Multicultural Assistance Program,
is trying to increase the number of
African American students on cam-
pus. '
He said during his first year he
worked on bringing the numbers
back up. This year we had 71 stu--
Are you excited that
They Might Be Giants
are playing at Summer
Send Off?
Photos: Heath Binder and
Seth Golden
Sarah Murnen
students who are generally more
positive about sexual issues are
more likely to participate. How-
ever, students who have
experienced difficult situations
might be less likely to fill out a
survey." '!
The survey results show that
42 percent of Kenyon women
say they have had iero sexual
partners at Kenyon and 39 per-
cent of men say th.e same thing.
Survey averages find that
Kenyon students feel their cam-
pus to be as safe from sexual
violence as most other colleges.
On a scale where 1 much less
safe, 4 average and 7 much
more safe, Kenyon students rated
.A
Dolph Clinton
dents of cclcr apply to Kenyon . We
accepted 50."
Clinton said it is "tough for
students, both with Kenyon's small
endowment and being out in the
middle of Ohio. Unless you' re from
Ohio, that's a tough sell."
He added, "How are we going
to get a high population of black
students when we don' t already have
a high population of students of
I
r
Brad j
Howe '98 !
I don't like it because I don't know
any of their music.
Kenyon students feel
their campus to be as
safe from sexual vio-
lence as most other
colleges.
the college at 4.74.
Students rated the occur-
rence of several different types
of harassment or different types
of related experiences on the
campus.
For example, 245 women
and 57 men reported receiving
unwanted touching in a social
situation.
Fifty women reported expe-
riences in .which a partner
purposefully got them drunk or
high in order to have sex.
Forty-thre-e women and 25
men reported experiencing a
sexual partner push, shove or hit
them.
Thirty-eigh- t women re-
ported having a coach or
professor make seductive re-
marks about their appearance,
body or sexuality.
color? CurrenUy we have 4.1 per-
cent. We would love to increase
those numbers to 1 1 percent or 12
percent."
Shang Parker '99, president of
Brothers United agrees. He said,
"Financial aid is a problem if these
kids are accepted and they want to
come here but don' t have the money.
Last year there would have been a
lot more black students here if fi-
nancial aid had come through."
Parker added, "We as student
hosts do what we can. We show
them a good time and give them
basic information about the school
and how we students of color are
making it through. Financial aid is
strictly admissions."
Clinton said that admissions is
doing what it can. "We offer to pay
80 percent of any prospective mi-
nority student's plane ticket. If the
student is accepted, we pay the full
V Veronica
- Simms '00
Yeah!
'HOW MANY SEXUAL PARTNERS HAVE
YOU HAD AT KENYON?'
Women 1.24 (average)
.
Men 1.91 (average)
(42 of women and 39 of men said they have had no
.
sexual partners at Kenyon.)
(25 of senior women and 20 of senior men have not
had partners at Kenyon.)
'HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU HAVE SEX (i.e.
ORAL, VAGINAL, OR ANAL INTERCOURSE) IN
AN AVERAGE MONTH AT KENYON?'
Women 3.24 (average)
Men 4.81 (average)
SUMMARY OF SEXUAL EXPERIENCES
( reflects number of people who responded that such
an experience happened at least once.)
Received unwelcome touching in a social situa-
tion: Women, 54.7. Men, 28.8.
Been in a situation where someone became so
sexually aroused that they felt they could not
stop them even though they didn't want to have
sex: Women, 17.3. Men, 9 .
Had a romantic andor sexual partner insult them
or swear at them: Women, 24.6. Men, 25.2.
ticket. We pay half for all other
accepted students."
Clinton said, "We are com-
mitted to recruiting students of
color. Though our procedure
could be misconstrued as being
race-biase- d because we pay for
full tickets for African, Latino
and Asian students, we also pay
full tickets for Honor Scholars.
We are committed to getting the
brightest students. We want a
strong community with a diverse
population. We will not accept
an African or Latino student who
is not qualified to be at Kenyon.
These kids are getting into the
most competitive liberal arts
schools in the country."
In order to facilitate the recruit-
ment of African American students,
students and the Admissions Office
staff has begun to work with the
Multicultural Admissions Commit
'-
-:
Shea'
Ingram '99 '
Not overly.
tee of Kenyon Students program
(MACKS).
Johnson, an active MACKS
member, described some of the
activities ofMACKS: "We phone
those students of color who are
interested in Kenyon in an at-
tempt to make Kenyon more
appealing to these prospective
students. The members of
MACKS, along with other stu-
dents of color on Kenyon's
campus, host prospective stu-
dents of color so that we may
share our own experiences with
them."
Parker said, "We're also at-
tracting students by sending out
letters to prospective students of
color to let them know there are
groups here to support them."
. Support groups include Broth-
ers United, NIA Sorority and the
Black Student Union.
Carolyn
Hande '99
They're not who I would have
picked. I'm not a huge fan, but
hopefully it will be fun anyway.
The Connells would have been
nice.
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The Kenyon Chess Club offers students an outlet
By Denise Wong 7f" she is not there, the member can
Staff Writer challenge the next closest
The Kenyon Chess Club
serves as an outlet for chess play-
ers of all levels. It currently has
35 members.
The club meets weekly to
play various games of chess.
Aside from regular games, mem-
bers sometimes play without
clocks or opt for five-minu- te
speed chess tournaments.
Members can also review
chess magazines and books avail-
able to improve individual
playing technique.
Jascha Smilack '98, co-presid- ent
of the chess club, said
the members are currently put-
ting a book list together for the
library.
Smilack said, "We'll be put-
ting in a couple of boards to be
used in the library for study or
play." '
The club plays a group of
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
A.S.H.E.S.
(Active Students Helping Earth Survive)
"
'v-
-
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Dan Nickerson '00 and Jascha Smilack '98 face off.
Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) chess players at least
twice every year.
This year before Spring
Break, the Chess Club played its
first series of matches at OWU
and the second at Kenyon, and
defeated Ohio Wesleyan both
times.
Next year the club is plan-
ning to arrange an additional
match against Oberlin College.
The club has its own system
to determine rank.
on the discount May 6.
Broadcasting from the Oval
Office, Clinton and Gore used
video and computer equipment
to link up with NetDay. activities
around the country, as parents,
teachers, corporate officials,
communications workers and
retirees ran high-capaci- ty cable
through classrooms to connect
them to the global computer net-
work.
Since the first NetDay last
spring, which Clinton and Gore
incorporated into their reelection
campaign, about a quarter mil-
lion volunteers have wired
;fiW!iXlJ& ng)UJ!S3rr iHlriUUfr
ADVISORS OF THE YEAR
Jeff Bell
Cy Wainscott
The Kenyon Collegian
SHOW ME THE KENYON COLLEGIAN!
Is a certain sense of spiritual wholeness missing from your life if you don't know
the latest on the Hill? Then take this opportunity to renew your subscription for
the 1997-9- 8 academic year. Fill out the form to the right and send It with a
check to our business manager so he can put you on the mailing list. With our
extensive news, sports, features, arts and entertainment and AP coverage, we
tell you what's happening on and off the Hill every week.
Don't miss a week of coverage. Subscribe now.
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Smilack said the club uses a
ladder system "to decide who
our best player is."
At meetings a member can
"'challenge' the person who is
directly above himself or her-
self on the ladder, and if he or
50,000 classrooms.
Clinton called the effort "a
great example of how America
works best when we all work
together ..."
Gore announced that $11.8
million in technology literacy
grants for classroom computer
equipment and teacher training
were being awarded to seven
states: Alaska, Connecticut, Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Nevada, South
Dakota and Tennessee.
Also sharing the education
department funds are schools in
the U.S. territories of Northern
Mariana and American Samoa
and schools administered by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The
department awarded $57 million
to 14 other states earlier thfs year.
The research firm Market
Data Retrieval estimates that
Alcove
AMC Entertainment
America West Air-
lines
Burger King
BW3 Grill and Pub
Colonial City Lanes
Columbus Crew
Columbus Zoo
Dominos
Donatos
Frankies
Friday Luncheon Cafe
Friend ly's
Gambier Deli
Gaults Dry Cleaning
Hunan Garden
Jody's
Kroger
McDonalds
Moovies
Party Time Video
per-
son."
This year Michael Davis '00
is perched at the top of the ladder.
Davis said, "I've been play-
ing chess since third grade ... and
it was a very natural transition
for me to go from high school to
college and continue playing
chess."
The chess club meets every
Tuesday from 5:45 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. in the Peirce Meeting Room.
Davis said the meetings are
"very casual."
Joseph Nelson, vice presi-
dent for finance, serves as the
club's advisor, and, Davis said,
"plays chess games like every-
one else."
Smilack said the club has
members from "all levels of play
... and the more experienced play-
ers are very helpful to people
who want to leam how to play
chess or improve their game."
Clinton provides $11.8 million to connect schools to the Internet
WASHINGTON(AP) Dubbing
NetDay the 21st-centu- ry version
of an old-fashion- ed barn- - rais-
ing, President Bill Clinton and
Vice President Al Gore joined
Saturday's volunteer effort to
connect schools to the Internet
and ponied up $11.8 million to
help.
.
Connecticut was one of
seven states benefiting from the
effort, receiving $1.5 million to
purchase computer equipment
and train teachers.
Teleconferencing with stu-
dents and volunteers in south
central Los Angeles and Hart-
ford, Conn., Clinton said the
grants were a reminder that re-
gardless of how many schools
are wired to the Internet, "the
hookup is worthless unless the
'.cachers and the students are
'This can make all the difference for communities
struggling to make sure their students are ready
for the 2 1 st century. ' --Bill Clinton
trained to use it."
Clinton also pushed the Fed-
eral Communications
Commission to give schools and
libraries $2 billion in annual dis-
counts for Internet service.
"This can make all the dif-
ference for communities
struggling to make sure their stu-
dents are ready for the 21st
century," Clinton said in his
weekly radio address.
"Now more than ever we
can' t afford to let our children be
priced out of cyberspace," he
added.
The FCC is expected to vote
27,000 to 40,000 public
schools about one-thir- d to one-ha- lf
of the national total use
the Internet. Other surveys indi-
cate that the connection reaches
less than 10 percent of the class- -
rooms, computer labs and
libraries where students actually
sit.
Clinton, who made a cam-
paign promise to help wire every
American classroom and library
to the Internet by 2000, included
a request in this year's budget
for an additional $2 billion in
technology literacy grants over
the next five years.
Clinton asked all federal
agencies to be players on the
Internet within six months
through, for example, online
mentoring of students and the
creation of educational websites.
Philander's Pub
Pizza Hut
Rally's
Red Door Cafe
Southwest Airlines
Starbrite Car Wash
Super 8
Taco Bell
Village Market
Wise Jewelers
(This is not a complete list)
I would like a year's subscription to the Kenyon Collegian
for the 1997-9- 8 academic year. Enclosed is a check for
$30. Please send the Collegian to:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CfTY:
STATE:. ZIP:
Mail to: Business Advertising Manager, The Kenyon Collegian,
PO Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022.
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OFF THE HILL
NBA Playoffs start tonight
Underdogs could sneak away with several first round upsets
By Bob Dolgan
Senior Staff Columnist
The 1997NB APlayoffs get underway
tonight as half of the best-of-fiv- e first-roun- d
series begin.
The playoffs take on a different look
this year with the Minnesota Timberwolves
making their first playoff appearance in
franchise history, the Washington Bullets
returning to the playoffs after a nine-ye- ar
absence, and the Los Angeles Clippers
making the playoffs after a five-ye- ar hia-
tus.
Though none of these teams will ad-
vance beyond the first round (barring a
miracle), it's nice to see some fresh faces.
The elite teams remain the same as in years
past, however, with the Chicago Bulls
seeded first in the East and the Utah Jazz
holding the number one position out West.
The Jazz, who have its best team in the
Karl Malone-Joh- n Stockton era, along with
the Miami Heat, Houston Rockets and the
inconsistent Seattle SuperSonics are prob-
ably the only teams that have a realistic
shot at unseating the Bulls as champs.
To get you ready for two months of
NBA oversaturation, here is a preview of
some of the more intriguing first-roun- d
series and Off the Hill' s postseason awards:
Seattle (2) vs. Phoenix (7). Shawn
Kemp' s disappearing act in the second half
of the season leaves the Sonics with a lot of
question marks. Never having been the
most emotionally-balance- d squad to begin
with, this could leave the Sonics pondering
past playoff self-destructio- ns.
The Suns, on the other hand, have
been the most exciting team in the NBA to
watch of late. Their wacked-ou- t four-gua- rd
offense ofKevin Johnson, Jason Kidd, Rex
Chapman and Wesley Person has run circles
around opponents. With several veterans
on their roster, the lack of home-cou- rt
advantage won't be as daunting. The Suns
will make this series interesting.
New York (3) vs. Charlotte (6). The
principals in the controversial Larry
JohnsonAnthony Mason deal square off
in the first round with New York getting
the home court This is not a typical three-versus-s- ix
matchup though, as only three
games separated these two in the final
standings.
The Knicks were supposed to be the
number one challengers to the Bulls in the
East, but have been plagued by inconsis-
tency. Two losses to New Jersey and a 20
point blowout loss to Cleveland in the last
month of the season doesn't put fear into
the hearts of Eastern Conference foes.
The Hornets, though not apparent at
first, have benefited more from the trade.
They had their best season in franchise
history and Glen Rice became a superstar.
Coach Dave Cowens has made the Hornets
more defensive-minde- d, which will help
them succeed in the playoffs. Look for a
first-roun- d upset
Los Angeles Lakers (4) vs. Portland
Trail Blazers (5). The Blazers ended the
regular season on Sunday by beating the
Lakers and taking the season series be-
tween the teams 1 . Portland made a strong
finish and have the, talent to upset the
Lakers. The Blazers have retooled quickly
since the end of the Clyde DrexlerTerry
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PorterJerome
Kersey era.
Though there are
several malcon-
tents on the roster,
they all have
something to
prove.
The Lakers were boosted by Shaquille
O'Neal's return but were unable to secure
the Pacific Division championship and the
second seed.
If Elden Campbell plays like he did in
O'Neal's absence, the Lakers are champi-
onship contenders. If he doesn't which is
very possible, Portland advances to the
second round.
Most Valuable Player Michael
Jordan, Chicago. Though it is starting to
become monotonous to hand this award to
Jordan each year, he still deserves it The
B ulls almost won 70 games, though Dennis
Rodman and Toni Kukoc were out with
injuries much of the season. Jordan won his
ninth straight scoringiitle and played all 82
games. Jordan's main competition for his
fifth MVP award is Utah's Karl Malone,
who will receive a lot of support and might
even win it
Rookie of the Year Stephon
Marbury, Minnesota. Though
Philadelphia's Allen Iverson will probably
win the award, Marbury was the decisive
factor in leading the Wolves to the play-
offs. Iverson' s recent string of 40-poi- nt
games seemed to be orchestrated by the
76ers' marketing staff, though it may have
secured the award for him. Their horrid
record (22-60- ) hurts his candidacy too.
Most Improved Player Lindsey
Hunter, Detroit Allan Houston's defec-
tion to the Knicks was supposed to be a
huge setback for the Pistons, but Hunter
stepped in and averaged 1 4 poin ts per game
as the Pistons improved their record by
eight games. Ike Austin of Miami also
deserves mention.
Defensive Player of the Year
Mookie Blaylock, Atlanta. The under-
rated B laylock is one of the best all-arou- nd
point guards in the league and led the
league in steals this year. He is a constant
nuisance for other teams, a la Gary Pay ton.
Coach of the Year Pat Riley,
Miami. Riley led the Heat to a franchise-recor- d
61 wins with unexpected
contributors like Austin and Voshon Lenard
playing key roles. Miami is poised to be the
Bulls' top challenger in the East as they
beat Chicago twice this season.
Executive of the Year Bob
Whitsitt, Portland. Whitsitt was able to
restructure the Blazers withoutcausing their
fans to go through the painful rebuilding
process. While many of his acquisitions
have not been choirboy types (see Isaiah
Rider), the Blazers could make some noise
in the playoffs.
Much Respect To the Chicago
Cubs, for finally winning a game...To the
San Francisco Giants, for starting the
season 13-- 3 without any pitching to speak
of. ..To Cleveland Indians' manager Mike
Hargrove for demoting Jack McDowell to
the bullpen.
MLspIays Jets' receiver Keyshawn
Johnson's ridiculous autobiography, Just
Give Me the Damn Ball!
Softball club to become
varsity sport next year
'Everyone's improved a lot this year,' says Dani Barstad
By Leah Plunkett
Staff Writer
The Kenyon Softball Club was reacti-
vated last spring under Dani Barstad '97 and
Sarah Childs '99. Following the suggestion
of Athletic Director Bob Bunnell, they also
put into action a proposal to move sof tballto
the varsity level . Because of their hard work,
and help of Bunnell, Director of Student
Activities Lanton Lee and Dean of Students
Don Oman an, preparation is underway for
Kenyon's newest varsity sport to make its
debut next year.
The club consists of 20 players, up from
last year's 11 members. The women
softballers have practiced religiously since
the beginning of the year, working on the
fundamentals of the fast-pitc- h game.
According to Barstad, the team has "a
wide range of skills" with a good balance of
experience and enthusiasm.
"There are a number of players who
have never played fast-pitch- ," said Barstad,
"but everyone's improved a lot this year."
Those members who played fast-pitc- h in
high school have shared their skills with
newcomers and helped make the transition
from slow-pitc- h.
The team has spent this year building a
strong foundation to start its opening varsity
season. Their work has been made easier in
part through the generosity of Kenyon
alumnus Roland Webb '57, who donated an
Atec pitching machine to the team.
The hard work has paid off as the team
has matured from a group of individual
players into a fully functioning unit. The
progress of the team is understandable since
the team is composed of, as Barstad put it
"players like Jennifer DiLisi '00, whose
enthusiasm for the team is amazing."
On April 6, the Ladies took on Ohio
State-Newar- k in a doubleheader in Newark,
their first match-u- p of the season. While
they lost both games, Barstad felt "they
played extremely well."
Bunnell was "thrilled with the way the
club played their first two games."
The Ladies took on Heidelberg College
in Tiffin in a second doubleheader April 2 1 .
Their doubleheader against Case Western
Reserve scheduled for April 13 was can-
celed.
The first game at Heidelberg looked
good for Kenyon, as they led 4--1 at the
bottom of the sixth inning. However, Heidel-
berg had a strong showing in that inning and
came back to win 5-- 4. Kim Graf '97 pitched
the game for the Ladies.
The second game was a tough one for
Kenyon, as they went through three differ-
ent pitchers in an attempt to curb
Heidelberg's momentum. The game was
called after the fifth inning because the
Ladies were down 15-- 0. Barstad said the
Ladies "had a lot of errors."
Barstad remains optimistic. "Every
game is good experience," she said. "We
improve all the time and everyone gets to
play."
'The best part of this year is
that everyone has had a good
time and we have had consis-
tent turnout to practices.'
-- Bob Bunnell
'
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Dani Barstad '97 warms up before a recent
contest.
The Ladies will take on OSU-Newa- rk
Sunday in their final doubleheader of the
season. "We' ve improved so much since the
last time we played them," said Barstad. "I
think we really have a chance to beat them."
The game will most likely be played at the
Mount Vemon High School field.
The team is excited for what they con-
sider their only home game of the season.
"It's our last opportunity to win as a club and
with Coach Bunnell," said Barstad. "It would
be a great way to end the season." Bunnell
has coached the team in his spare time for
the past two years.
The team is looking forward to their
varsity status next year. The club has only
three seniors and hopes for a high number of
returning veterans next year.
In addition, Bunnell is actively recruit-
ing 55 accepted first-ye- ar students who have
expressed interest in playing softball as a
varsity sport
The team looks forward to a challeng-
ing schedule for the 1998 season, although
they will probably not undertake a full 36
game slate in their first season.
The announcement of softball becom-
ing varsity also brings changes to Kenyon's
overall varsity athletic program. The addi-
tion will create gender equity between
women's and men's sports 11 varsity
sports will be available to men and women.
There is also a softball field taking
shape in the Kenyon athletic complex. By
the end of the building project there will be
fences, dugouts and seating for spectators.
The fields east of the softball diamond will
be leveled and made ready for use by intra-
mural teams.
Kenyon will be playing Allegheny, Case
Western Reserve, Denison and Wittenberg,
the other NCAC members offering softball.
Becoming the fifth school to go varsity has
added to the team's excitement because the
NCAC stipulates that at least five confer-
ence schools must have varsity teams before
they can compete at championship level.
The softball club has successfully made
the last year as a club sport as rewarding as
possible. 'The best part of this year is that
everyone has had a good time," stated
Bunnell, "and we have had consistent turn-
out topractices. The dedication of the players
bodes well for the team as it makes the
transition from club to varsity, having in it
already the makings of a strong varsity team."
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Baseball team falls
to Denison twice
By Pat Stoklas
Staff Writer
The Lords baseball team hopes
to pick up wins against upcoming
opponents Mt. St. Joseph's Col-
lege and Mount Vernon Nazarene
as its season winds down. The
Lords currently stand at 7-2- 3.
Over the past week, the Lords
split six games, including two
losses to Denison (4--2 and 3-- 2) last
night following a 3-- 1 performance
over the weekend. John Hobson
'98 took the fust loss, during which
Kenyon had only one error. Ben
Mather '97 took the second loss.
Two errors in that game were cru-
cial, according to third baseman
Mike Meyers '97.
This weekend the Lords took
three of four games, sweeping
Oberlin and splitting a double-head- er
with Hiram. It has been a
long season for the Lords, but they
came together this weekend, doing
everything well: pitching, field-
ing, and hitting.
Saturday, the Lords traveled
to Oberlin to face the Yeomen.
The Lords' defense, which has
struggled this season, played well,
committing only one error on the
day.
In the first game, behind the
pitching of Mitch Swaggert '00,
the Lords won 5-- 4. Swaggert scat-
tered nine hits in six innings to pick
up the win, his team-leadin- g fourth.
Men's Track: Lords finish
10th at Ohio Invitational
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12.
came from James Sheridan '00 in
the 3000 steeplechase, despite re-
ceiving a bloody gash on the knee
during the race. Johnson in the
100, and the 4x400 relay team of
Hill, Mominee, Ross, and Jordan
all finished with personal bests.
This Friday the Lords host
Denison and OWU. It will be their
final tune-u- p before the NCAC
meet, so Coach Taylor is shuffling
the lineup. The distance runners
will run shorter races, giving them
a speed workout, while the sprint-
ers can further improve their
rankings. Nearly all the runners
previously mentioned are hope-
fuls for conference points, and
Denning and Mominee are ex-
pected to challenge for victories.
Coach Taylor said of the con-
ference meet, "Our goal is to finish
fifth, which will require strong ef-
forts from everybody. It's going to
be competitive."
While their captains are com-
peting at the Penn Relays, the rest
of the Ladies team will be prepar-
ing to host Denison and OWU
tomorrow night at 5:30 p.m.
Women's Track: Ladies
geared up for home meet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12.
There will be 350 events taking
place, with a race going off every
five minutes between this morn-
ing and Sunday afternoon."
Hobson pitched the seventh topick
up his first save of the year.
In the second game, Mather
picked up the win, giving up five
hits in five innings. John Comely
'97 pitched two innings of perfect
relief to get the save. Meyers,
Swaggert, and Chris Schwoy '98
all had two hits apiece for the Lords
while Mark Faust '98 drove in
two. The Lords won the game 3-- 2.
Sunday, the bats came alive
for the Lords as they scored 32
runs in the two games. Although
the Lords lost the first game 19-- 7,
they came back in the second to
win 25-- 6. The Lords had fourplay-er- s
with multiple hits and Clay
Luthy '99 hit his first collegiate
homerun.
In the second game, the Lords
exploded, batting around in the
third, fourth and fifth. Every batter
went to the plate six times for the
Lords. Luthy, Andy Von Kennel
'98, Terry Parmelee '99 scored
four times apiece for the Lords.
Von Kennel and Doug Goodwillie
'97 also drove in four runs apiece
for the Lords. Four other players
drove in multiple runs. Hobson
picked up the win, allowing four
,
hits in six innings and no earned
runs.
The Lords hope to hang onto
their luck as they travel to Mount
St. Joseph College this Saturday
and Mount Vernon Nazarene next
Tuesday for doubleheaders.
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Women's rugby closes year
v
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I GOLF
Lords battle weather
at Wooster Invite
Having battled rain and hail
at Denison last week, the Kenyon
Lords teed off with hopes of fairer
weather this past weekend in the
Wooster Invitational. However,
heavy winds at Wooster Country
Club added toother stringent play-
ing conditions which, in the end,
proved to be too much of an ob-
stacle for this still optimistic golf
team.
On the first day of the. tour-
nament, Greg McCarthy '98 led
the team with a score of 84, fol-
lowed by Brian Feintech '97 who
shot an 88. Brad Howe '98 and
Kyle Christiensen '97 finished
up with scores of 91 and 96, re-
spectively.
One factor that took a toll on
the players' performances was the i
recent aeration of--, the greens.
Howe explained, "The greens
were so bumpy from being aer-
ated that even though I aimed for
the back of the hole, the ball ended
rolling a couple of inches away."
Thus, the scores were not neces-
sarily representative of how the
team actually fared. . "
The inconsistent" weather
continued to hamper the Lords
throughout the weekend. As
Howe described, "It was like play-
ing in Scotland."
However, battling through
frigid winds, McCarthy managed
to hole out a 40-fo- ot putt on the
6th hole to birdie his way to an
impressive score of 81 for day
two.
McCarthy was followed on
the second day by Christiansen
with a score of 85, and Owen
Lewis '98 who shot an 87.
Feintech concluded the team scor-
ing with a score of 92.
With the aid of more spring-
like weather conditions, the Lords
aim forredemption in the remain-
der of their season. .
Howe forecasts, "Despite the
high scores, we're hitting the ball a
lot better."
" This weekend, the Kenyon
golf team tees off in the OWU
Invitational at Royal American
Country Club.
- Brian Bartktt
1 itennIs
Lords lose tough
one to Wooster, 3-- 4
It has not been a good two
weeks for the Kenyon men's ten-
nis team. After losing to Denison
7-- 0 at home April 15, the Lords
hoped to put the match behind them
and carry on with their winning
season.
At 14-- 5 with only one loss in
the conference, Kenyon hosted
Wooster at home Saturday, a team
the Lords beat this season in the
GLCAs.
It was not the Lords' day as
they fell to the opposition 3-- 4 in
intense and heated competition.
The team ofTim Bearman '00
and TedFinn '99 at second doubles
was the only doubles team to win.
The usually strong singles
lineup faltered as the Lords were
only able to pull off three wins at 2,
3 and 4 singles. The contest in-
cluded line judge calls in twoof the
six singles matches. Junior Alain
Hunter's second singles match, the
Wooster player resorted to vio-
lence, hitting a ball at Hunter after
a questionable line call.
One positive that came from
the match was Kenyon's notable
rise in intensity and emotion, which
seemed to have been lost after the
Denison match.
"We may not have played the
best tennis in the world, but we
gave it all we had," said J.C.
Bigomia '98.
The boost in emotion possibly
came from Voutstanding fan sup-
port
Hunter said the team "really
appreciated the support we got this
weekend. In such a mental game as
HIGHLIGHTS FROM OTHER. SPRING SPORTS
with win
The women's rugby team finished their sea-
son Saturday with a 5-- 0 victory over the Oberlin
Yeo women at home. The first half was domi-
nated by the Yeowomen, eliciting tough defense
on the part of the Kenyon scrum. In addition,
there was much tension during the game as Oberlin
had to be reprimanded several times by the ref-
eree for rough play. Esther Cely '98 scored the try
for the Ladies in the second half to take the
Kenyon victory.
The game was the last for nine Kenyon
seniors. Said Katie Hosey '97, sidelined earlier
this season with a leg injury, The game was a
great way to watch the seniors go out in style.
They should all be proud of their accomplish-
ments in the last four years.'
The men's and women's rugby teams will
play a co-e- d scrimmage Saturday at 1 p.m. for
bragging rights to the Kenyon Cup.
Lindsay Buchanan
(left) Bernie Kuhnsman '99 throws in during
Saturday's 5--0 victory over Oberlin.
tennis, it really helps to have
people backing and supporting
you at every turn."
- Keith Blecher
tennis
Ladies continue
winning streak,
defeat Denison
The Kenyon women's tennis
team geared up for the upcoming
NCAC Tournament this week-
end with a sound 9--0 defeat of
North Coast Athletic Conference
rival Denison on the road Tues-
day. The win gave the Ladies a
16-- 4 record (2--2 NCAC) and mo-
mentum heading into the tourney,
which will be held at Ohio
Wesleyan this Friday and Satur-
day.
The Ladies dominated the
B ig Red from the start, with Caryn
Cuthbert '00 setting the tone for
the day with a 6--1, 6--1 victory at
the first singles position. Erin
Hockman '99 (6-2-,' 6-2-), Amy
Rowland '97 (6-- 3, 6-0- ), Renee
Brown '98 (6-- 0, 6-1-), Aki Ohata
'99 (6-- 2, 6-- 4) and Codi
Scarbrough '98 (6-- 1, 6--1) all fol-
lowed with singles victories.
The doubles teams of
CuthbertBrown (8-2- ), Rowland
Scarbrough (8-- 1) and Jessica
Stockdale '97Nicole Harbauer
'00 (8-- 4) also won easily. The
Ladies have swept its last two
conference opponents Kenyon
was coming off a 9-- 0 whomping
of Wittenberg.
The loss was Denison' s first
in the conference this year, drop-
ping its record to 7-- 6 overall and
5-- 1 in the NCAC. '.
Kenyon is looking for its third
consecutive NCAC Tournament
title and eleventh in thirteen years
when it travels toOWU this week-
end. - Ben Vore
ii
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Ladies stumble, Lords triumph in NCAC action
Ladies drop two, look to
rebound against Wittenberg
By Valerie Thimmes
Staff Writer
After two tough losses during the past
week, the Kenyon women's lacrosse team is
looking to rebound against Wittenberg on
Saturday to gain momentum heading into
next week's North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence tournament.
The Ladies faced Colorado College
Saturday and suffered a 20-- 6 loss before
losing an NCAC game to OWU last night,
14-- 6.
The Ladies held with the NCAC secon-
d-ranked Lady Bishops last night
throughout most of the first half. With four
minutes remaining in the half, the teams
were tied 4-- 4.
OWU took control of the momentum
from there, however, leading 6--4 at the half
and running up the score in the second half.
"It was a much better game than the first
time we played them," said Liza Denny '99.
"We played awesome defense."
The Ladies could have used some tough
defense on Saturday against Colorado. Al-
though the Ladies managed to stay with
Colorado early, midway through the first
half Colorado went on a 5-- 0 scoring run to
take control of the game. They led 10-- 4 at
halftime.
Colorado came out in the second half
with even more power. Kenyon put up fierce
competition but couldn't overcome the tal-
ent of the Colorado team.
Genessa Keith '98 led the Ladies, scor-
ing three goals, followed by Vuoch Tan '97
with two goals and one assist. Megan Cook
'99 also added one goal to the cause. Goalie
Erika Prahl '00 had 13 saves.
Said head coach Wcndi Weimer, "I am
proud of how far we've come in just one
season. This team went from eighth place in
the conference and is looking at a fifth place
The Kenyon Lords proved
their competitive worth in the All-Oh- io
Invitational held Saturday,
finishing 10th out of 19 teams,
. their highest finish ever at that
meet. Their strong performance is
especially important as conferences
loom only two weeks away.
Kenyon scored a total of 20
points, an impressive score con-
sidering the number of teams and
runners present. Mount Union eas-
ily won the meet with 183 points,
outscoring its closest rival
Otterbein by 78. Kenyon did well
V
Sarah Colestock '99 looks downf ield with the
ball. The Ladies are currently 5-1- 0 overall,
tied for fifth in the NCAC with Allegheny
College.
seed for the tournament."
With a win against Wittenberg this Sat-
urday, a team they defeated 18-- 2 earlier this
season, the Ladies will indeed clinch a num-
ber five seed going into the conference
tournament.
Kenyon will host the semi-fin- al and
final rounds of the NCAC tournament next
weekend, but will need a first-roun- d win to
make it to their home field.
That round will be played Tuesday or
Wednesday; their opponent will not be an-
nounced until Saturday.
against conference foes, finishing
1 1 points behind eighth place OWU
and five points behind Case West-e- m,
which took ninth. Kenyon's
10th place finish was good enough
to top Wooster, Oberlin and
Denison.
Top performances for Kenyon
came in a variety of events. Many
Lords who did not score points did
record personal best times for the
season.
"That's what it's all about,"
said Mickey Mominee '97. "In a
meet like this you have to just
come out and do your best. In a big
meet, you have to run like the big
boys."
UPCOMING HOME SPORTS CONTESTS
Friday, April 25
TRACK AND FIELD VS. OWU. DENISON. WILDER TRACK. 5:30 P.M.
Wednesday, April 30
MEN'S LAX VS. WOOSTER. MCBRIDE FIELD. 4 P.M.
Lords clinch third in NCAC with victory over Wooster
By Lindsay Buchanan
Sports Co-Edit- or
The Kenyon men's lacrosse team
clinched third place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference their highest finish
in Kenyon history with a 7-- 6 victory over
the College of Wooster Saturday.
The Lords have two contests remain-
ing this season, including a second
show-dow- n with the Scots Wednesday, but
their 3-- 2 NCAC record, the best conference
finish in the 13-ye- ar history of Kenyon
men's lacrosse, is secured.
Geoff Hazard '97, the first-ranke- d goal-
keeper in the conference and a four-ye- ar
letterman, was ecstatic. "This game was
massive retribution," he said. "It's pretty
much the only thing in four years that we
haven't been able to achieve until now.
Regardless of all the other things we've
done well or done poorly, this was our
crowning achievement."
Saturday's contest was tight from start
to finish, with each team trading the lead.
Kurt Cross '00 started the match off for the
Lords with the first goal of tlie game less
than two minutes into the first quarter.
Wooster quickly answered back and
scored a second goal with 7:54 remaining in
the quarter. Ryan Weber '97 and Rich Rainey
'99 each scored a goal to give the Lords a 3-- 2
advantage at the end of the first quarter.
The Lords were held scoreless during
the second quarter and the Scots scored
twice to take a 4-- 3 lead at the half. The
Lords' momentum was down going into the
third quarter, and the Scots took advantage
of the temporary lag to take a 5-- 3 lead.
"Our main problem at that point was
our shot selection," said Hazard. "We knew
their goalie wasn't their strongest player but
he was coming up with the saves and they
were shutting down Chip Unruh '98 and
Paulo Ribeiro '99. We started to mix our
Mominee had the top placing
for the Lords, taking second in the
800 with a phenomenal time of
1:55.1, the best in the NCAC this
year. The winner of the 800 was an
All-Americ- an runner from Mount
Union.
Another high finish came from
Dan Denning '98, placing third in
the 5000 in 15:27.6.
Adam DeLuca '97 continued
his dominance in the javelin, tak-
ing fourth. The 4x100 relay team
of Alex Ross '00, Aaron Tmby
'00, Jason Hill '99 and Devin
Johnson '98 finished eighth in
44.95 seconds. Coach Taylor said,
"That's the fastest time since I've
been here, which is since 1987. It
will be even faster after a little
work on exchanges."
Other notable efforts came
from the younger members of the
team. John Jordan '99 had a season
personal record in the 800, break-
ing the two minute barrier. Truby
and Hill also had best times in the
200 and 400 intermediate hurdles,
respectively.
Yet another personal record
see MEN'S TRACK page eleven
shots up and then it came. John Brennan
'98 finally was able to take his man to the
goal."
. With 6:21 remaining, Brennan boosted
the Lords' spirits, scoring his first of two
goals for the day. The Scots' lead was re-
duced to one goal at the end of the third
quarter.
The fourth quarter saw the most scor-
ing, led by Cross only 15 seconds into the
period. Cross zipped a ground ball into the
net amidst much confusion in front of the
crease, tying the game 5-- 5.
Brennan quickly followed suit with his
second goal of the afternoon a minute and a
half later to take the Lords to a 6--5 lead. With
8:57 remaining the Scots tied the game up
again and the next five minutes saw an
intense struggle for possession of the ball.
"I was confident we were going to win,
and I think everyone else was too," said
Hazard. "B ut it was scary for a while there.. .it
came down to the last minutes, like it always
has with them."
Ribeiro put an end to the struggle, scor-
ing with 3:04 to play in the game. Hazard
squelched the rest of the Scots' attempts to
score and the Lords came away victorious.
Hazard had 1 3 saves on the day and received
Player of the Week honors for his perfor-
mance.
Adam Myers '97, a starting defease man
for the Lords, also felt the win was a goal
well earned. "It was a win we've deserved
for the past two years," he said. "We put itall
together this year and got what was ours."
The Lords will take on Oberlin on the
road Saturday, a team they defeated 21-- 1
earlier this season. They will return for their
final game of the season on McBride Field
Wednesday at 4 p.m., where they will at-
tempt to defeat the Scots twice in one season.
It will be the final appearance on McBride
Field for seniors Hazard, Weber, Myers,
Pierce Scranton and Tim Cook.
Track teams to host Denison, OWU in home meet tomorrow
Lords finish 10th at Ohio Invitational
By John Egan
Senior Staff Writer
Ladies rested up for tomorrow's meet
By Ashley Grable
Staff Writer
With many members of the
women's track and field team tak-
ing last week off to prepare for
upcoming championship meets, the
Ladies are well-reste- d and ready to
compete this weekend at a home
meet tomorrow night.
The members of the team who
did travel to the All-Oh- io meet at
Ohio Wesleyan University Satur-
day turned in performances which
earned them a total of 22 points
and placed them 12th out of 23
teams.
The Ladies' top performance
of the meet was a triple jump of
32' 1", a personal record for
Maraleen Shields '00. Shields'
jump currently places her in a tie
for first place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference.
Among the other top perfor-
mances of the meet were senior
Kim Grafs fifth place in the jav-
elin and sophomore Christine
Brciner's fifth place in the 1500.
Grafs throw of 106T, a personal
record, ranks her second in the
NCAC.
Also contributing to the La-
dies' effort at OWU were 800
runners Laura Shults '00 and Graf,
who placed fifth and sixth, respec-
tively. High jumper Katie Varda
'99 also turned in a fifth place
performance with a jump of 5'4".
Two of the Ladies' top ath-
letes, senior co-captai- ns Keri
Schulte and Gretchen Baker, are
looking to tum in top personal per-
formances tonight as they compete
in the 104th annual Penn Relays.
Baker and Schulte will be the
only Division III runners in dis-
tance events, and are only the
second and third Kenyon runners
to be accepted to compete in the
meet after Kelley Wilder '93.
According to Ladies' head
coach Duane Gomez, the nation-
ally televised Penn Relays are
"known as the largest and best
track and field meet in the world.
see WOMEN'S TRACK page
eleven
